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SUMMARY‘
clifferent flying boats (one model with
unusually long afterbody) were landed in onc;ndng waves of vaiious
heights and lengths. The resulting motions and accelerations were
recorded to survey the effects of varying the trim at landing, the
deceleration after landing, and the size of the waves.
The data for landings with normal rates of deceleration indicated
that the most severe motions and accelerations were likely to occur at
some period of the landing run mibsequent to the initial impact.
Landings made a% abnormally low trims led to unusually severe bounces
during the landing run. The least severe landings occurred after a
stall landing when the model was rapidly decelerated at about O.kg in
a simulation of the proposed use of braldng devices. The severity of
the landings increased with wave height and was at a maximum when the
wave length was of the order of from one and one-half to twice the
over-all length of the model..
The models with afterbodies of moderate length frequently bounced
clear of the water into a stalled attitude at speeds below flying
speed. The model with the long afterbody had less tendency to bounce
from the waves and consequently showed less severe accelerations
during the landing run than the models with moderate lengths of
afterbody.
%persedes NACA RM L6L13, %anding Characteristics in Waves of
Three Dynamic Models of Flying Boats” by James M. Benson, Robert F.
Havens, and DavidR. Woodward, 1947.
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INTRODUCTION
.
The development of techniques employimg powered models that are
dynamically similar to the full-size seaplane has been a significant
advancement h tank testing in recent years. The powered models have
been used extensively to simulate take-offs and landings for investi-
gating stability and spray characteristics in calm water. The purpose
of the present investigationwas to survey, by means of corresponding
methods, the landing characteristics of three different flying boats
in waves. The characteristics of special interest were the vertical
and angular motions and accelerations of the airplane that occur
during landings h oncoming waves.
Models of three different designs of large flying boats were
tested in rough water representing, for the full-size airplanes, waves
of various sizes up to about 600 feet in length and 6 feet in height.
The types of wave ranged from a short chop to the equivalent of a long
ground swell.- A1.1landings were made with one-quarter thrust and with
the elevator fixed throughout the landing run.
.
A fewpre13nin~ trials indicated that low-trim landings imposed
excessive loads and motions on the model. Most of the landings, there-
fore, were made in a manner that stiulated a near-stall landing from
a low altitude. The range of sinking speeds during .thelanding approach
corresponded to current practice in pilkting.
The scope of the investigation differs from, but is related to,
the experimental investigations conducted in the Langley impact basin.
The landing tests in the Langley tank no. 1 provide a means of ob.
tatiing the vertical and angular motions and accelerations of a com-
plete dynamic model throughout the entire landing run. Study can be
made of the conditions leading to or resulting from any impact which
is considered critical. The tests in the Langley impact basti have
been directed more toward a carefully controlled investigation of
pressures and loads encountered during a single Impact that,may occur
at any part of the landing run.
PROBLEM
The requirements for rough-water take-offs and landtigs are an
important part of the design specifications forocean-going flying
boats. The requirements for one proposed design were:
‘.
. .——.——-.. — ——. .
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“Formaximumu se..’.. . . .it
. be able to operate from forward
I more protection th6n the lee of
(the airpl&e) must
areas without any
a ~mall island. .
. . . . . and if tactical considerations require
open-sea operations, then the air@ane must be able
to disregard almost any weather.
The problem of designing anairplane capable of fulfilling such re-
quirements has been complicated by the lack of adequate data on the
behavior of an atrplane in rough water. The parts of the problem that
are most adaptable to tank testing are those relating to spray, accel- ‘
erations, and dynamic stability and control durtig take-off snd land-
ing. The accelerations and the longitudinal dynsmic stabili~ while
landing h waves were considered to be of immediate interest and are
the only phases of the problem included h the present paper.
Specific problems that arose in planntig the tests were the
choice of piloting technique to be employed, the choice of sea condi-
tions that should be stiulated, and the selection of criterions to
evaluate the characteristics of a particular design.
In selecting a suitable piloting technique for the models, con-
sideration was given to the results of recent tests which showed that
down-swell and along-swell landings were general.Jyless severe than
landings into the waves (reference 1). Since the waves appear to have
the most severe effect when they ar~ encountered head-on and since
it is highly probable that some landings of the airplane will be made
into the waves, making test runs of the model h any direction’except
into the waves was considered unnecessary for the present purpose.
Reference 1 concludes that the most satisfactory landing would
consist of the slowest possible approach with the airplane in a stalled “
attitude; Manipulation of the controls during the landing run, al-
though declared beneficial, was recommended only for pilots skilled in
rough-water operation. The average pilot-was advised to maintain a
nose-high attitude during the landlng run. This procedure justified
the technique used in the greater part of the present tests, that is,
landing at high trims and maintatiing the elevators of the model fixed
after trimning the model for the initial contact.
In the selection of sizes of waves to be used in the tests, a
simple wave pattern that could be consistently reproduced appeared
preferable to complex patterns that predominate in the sea. Some
of the degenerative characteristics of oce~ waves, however) me also
to be found in waves ,inthe towing basin. me irregul=ities ti the
waves in the tank are particulmly noticeable at the shorter wave
lengths. The selection of waves for the model tests wae consequent~’
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affected by the characteristics of the wave maker and by the character-
istics of wave motion in the tank. It appeared best to choose a sched-
ule of settings for the wave maker that would insure easy repetition of
a particular wave pattern and to accept the-necessary approximations in
specifying the height and length of the resulting waves. This approach
appeared suitable in view of the statistical aspects both of specifying
ocean waves and of predicting the parts of a wave train that are involved
in various phases of the landing.
In evaluating the dynamic stability characteristics of a seaplane
in rough water, consideration was given to the conventionally used cri-
terions for porpoising and skipping and to the aerodynamic stability
during the rebounds from the waves. Preliminary tests of the model and
a review of records of flight tests tidicated strongly that the violence
of the motion of a seaplane in rough water precluded the possibility of
establishing trim limits of stability or of defining stable ranges of
the center of gravity h the way that is ordinarily applicable for calm
water. Waves of the sizes that sre of interest produce oscillations in
trim and rise that maybe sufficiently great to cause the seaplane to
bounce clear of the water and descend again at an uncontrolled and dan-
gerous attitude. In three different landings, described in reference 1,
damage resulted when the airplane dropped into the water after a bounce.
This dsmage occurred at that stage of the lan~g run where t~e airplane
did not have sufficient speed for good control.
.
In the present tests, the effect of the waves on the trim and
rise appeared to be of more interest than the usual porpoising, and
the test program was planned to provide time histories of the trim
smd rise during the landing run.
Measurements of vertical accelerations are of first importance
in any general Investigation of rough-water operation and much inform-
ation has been obtained in the past from flight tests and from tests
in the Langley @act basin. A sustained program has been carried out
by the Bureau of Aeronautics to establish structural specifications for
vertical accelerations. The need for similar specifications for angu-
lar accelerations has been recognized, but sufficient data are not
available.
and angular
In the present tests, vertical accelerations were recorded
accelerations were derived from a time history of the trim.
MODEIS
Landing tests were madeof three models of four-engine flying .
boats. Iangley tank model 206 is the model shown in figure l.- I&gZey
tank model 16-4-Jis the model shown in fi~e 2 and Langley tank model
164L (fig. 3) is the same as model 164J except that the afterbody
was modified to increase its length from 3.10 to 5.34 times the beam.
Additional details of the model are listed in tables 1 and 2.
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APPARATUS
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Langley tank no. l.- Reference 2 describes Langley tank no. 1,
and reference 3 describes the @rpe of powered model and towing gear
used. A sketch of the model and test apparatus together with a photo-
graph of the model landing in waves is given in figure 4. The water in
the tank was about 7 feet deep for the present te~ts. ‘Thatdepth was
selected to allow sufficient immersion of the wgve maker for the effi-
cient generation of waves. The landings were made in a section of the
tank where the effect of aerodynamic ratmningwas insignificant.
Wave maker.- The wave maker is a swipging plate hinged at the
bottom-and driven by a connecting rod at the top of the plate. The
to-and-fro motions generate waves that travel from the end of the tank
through the test section and into an area where they are dissipated by
wave suppressors and a beach. The desired height and length of waves
are obtained by a suitable combination of stroke and frequency of the
plate. The usual practice is to send out a limited train of waves
that will arrive in the test section and be fully developed when a test
run is to be made. Between ’tests,the wave maker is idle to permit
dissipation of primary and reflected waves.
.
The waves in the tank depart from a uniform trochoidal pattern
by amouuts that depend upon the wave length and the distance from the
wave maker. Figure 5 includes faired tractigs of typical time his-
tories of the water level for three different wave lengths at a station
in the test section of the tank. Figure 6 shows the approximate opera-
ting limits of the wave machine at the 7-foot water level. The shorter
waves are seen to be less regular than the longer waves. The irregul-
arity necessitates rather arbitrary designations of the height. In
specifying.the heights of ocean waves, it is convenient to use the
maxinqnnheight that may be observed in an appreciable interval and to
disregard the smaller heights that occur in areas of interference. On
that basis, the height of the waves in the cross-hatched area of irreg-
ular waves h figure 6 was the maximum height recorded in the train.
For example, the height of the wave train in part (a) of figure 5 was
designated as 2 inches. The height of waves occ~ring in the area of
regular waves in figure 6, where interference was not predomtiant, was
measured as the average wave height. For example, the height of the
wave train of part (b) of figure 5 was designated as 3.5 inches and
that of part (c) as 4.75 inches.
Instrumentation.-Figure 4 shows the arrangement of instruments
on the model and on the towhg gear. An accelerometer was fastened
to the staff of the model to measure vertical accelerations. This
accelerometer is a variable-inductance unit ‘thatis used with
alternating-current carrier equipment. The accelerometer has a natural
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frequency of about P cycles per second and is magnetically damped to
about 0.7 of the critical value. Calibration of the accelerometer
I showed that its response to sinusoidal displacements is almost unaf.
fected by frequency up to about 20 cycles per second. At higher fre-
quencies the recorded peak accelerations were lower thsu the actual
peaks by an amount that ticreased with frequency. At ~ cycles per
second the recorded peak was about 0.8 the applied value. Errors
introducedby the carrier and recording apparatus, together with all
other errors except that of response time, are believed to be within
t10 percent, tO.2g (where g is the acceleration due to gravity,
32 ft/sec/see).
Slide-wire pickups were used to record the trim (angle between
base line and horizontal), rise, and fore-and-aft position of the model.
Each slide-wixe pickup is a part of an electrical bridge circuit which
is believed to have the following over-all accuracy:
Trim, degree.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~1
Rise, inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?0.25
Fore-and-aft position, inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to.25
Contact with a wave crest was recorded when the water completed
an electrical circuit through two metal foils supported on a strut
from the towing carriage. All data were recorded on a multielement
oscillograph. The error introduced by the recording elements of the
oscillograph is negligible.
METEODS
Tests of the model simulated a power-on
thrust and with the elevator set to obtain a
landing with one-q~er
predetermined trim at
3nitial contact with the Wter. The fore-and~aft freedom of the totig
gear allowed the model to check h waves, so that, with a suitable
carriage deceleration, the model was almost free of longitudinal res-
traint during the most severe part of the l.andl,ugrun. For most of
the tests, the carriage was decelerated at about O.lg, which is repre-
sentative of normal fuU-size conditions. In a few tests, the carriage
was decelerated more rapidly - about O.kg - to represent a landing
with additional braking that could be obtained from water brakes or
reversed propellers.
Iandings were made at different
to and including the
below 40 resulted in
angle of stall.
severe rebounds
trims ranging from about 2° up
Prelindnary landings at trims
that appeared to endanger the
.
.
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models and subsequent landtigs were generally limited to trim6 of
about @ and higher.
7
made
The following measurements, which are indicated in figure 7, were
from records of the landing runs:
Trim, at first contact with the water
Sinking speed immediately preceding initial impact
The vertical acceleration that’occurred on the bitial
impact
The maximum vertical acceleration, the maximum trim,
pnd the maximum change in trim and rise that
occurred at any time during the landing run
Vertical acceleration was assumed to be zero with the model in
level flight before landing.
Records from the wave-crest indicator provided a rough basis for
correlating the position of the model relative to the surface of the
waves. The records of wave crests were also of use as a rough check
on the wave conditions that prevailed during each landtig.
Maximum ~ositive angular accelerations were obtained for a limited
number of landings by graphical
Each of the final values is the
These data are necessarily less
erations and are useful only as
differentiation of the trim records.
average of two or more differentiations.
accurate than the data on vertical accel-
a basis for qualitative comparisons.
REs-rmrs
Figure 7 is a copy of a typical record of a land
9
in waves at a
decelerationof a%out O.lg and at a lantiw trim of 6.5 . Ofptiictiar
significance is the record of vertical accelerations showing that
the initial impact (1.hg) was less severe than several of the succeed-
ing ones. The most severe impact (4.Og) occurred after the model had
traveled 19 feet (165D ft, full size). Preceding that @act, the
model bounced off the water at a trim near the stall and landed again
at a low trim. Figure 8 is a trace of a record of one of four landings
that were made in waves at a deceleration of approximately o.kg. On
all four landings the first impact was the most severe of any during
the landing run. All other data included in the present paper except
those given in figure 8 were obtained with a landtig deceleration of
O.lg.
A typical landing is illustrated with sketches in figure 9 to
show the approximate position of the model relative to the wave at
. /
. .—
— . —— - .. - - -
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various periods during the landing run. The model bounced off the water
twice and then received the maximum tipact near the ninth wave crest.
The trim preceding the severe impact decreased rapidly from above the
stall to 7.1° at maximum impact.
The variations of vertical accelerationwith landing trim and with
sinking speed sre shown in figures 10 and 11, respectively. Separate
plots are made for the initial impact and the impact that produced maxi-
mum vertical acceleration. Figure 12 illustrates by bar charts the
statistical aspect of the general problem by showing the number of
landings as a function of the vertical acceleration encountered during
a series of landings that were made under approximately the same condi-
tions. Measurements of accelerations are arranged in groups sepsrated
by increments of 1 g.
Data for landings of
ure 13 to show the effect
in verticsl acceleration,
Langley tank model ?06 sre arranged in fig-
of wave len@h on the maximums that occurred
trim, change in trim, and change in vertical
position during each lan~ng t~t wa; made in two height~ of waves.
All test points are shown regardless of landing trim.
Figures 14 and 15 include data similar to that in figure 13 on maxi-
.
mum acceleration and maxim& trim for Langley tank models 164J and 164L,
respectively. The ~um angular accelerations computed from records
of landings of models 164J and 164L are given in figure 16. Figure 17
shows the effect of increasing the length of the afterbody of model 164
by a comparison of the upper envelopes of the data of figure 14(b) and
figure 15(b).
DISCUSSION
Lanting trim.- The results of the tests show that no appreciable
effect of landing trim on either the variation of trti during the land-
ing run or the maximum vertical acceleration occurred for all landing
trims above 4°. Figure 10 shows approximately the same scatter of data
for all landing trims, both for the initial impact and the maximum accel-
erations. The few landings that were made at an initial trim of 4° or
less were considered hazsrdous, inasmuch as they resulted in a greater
variation of trim and more severe impacts than landings at higher trims.
As a rule, the impact that caused the msximum vertical acceleration
occurred during the landing run after several impacts had been made with
-..—
-— —..
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the water. (See fig. 9.) The results of the tests als; show that models
206 and 164-Joften attained a stalled attitude after bouncing clear of
the water at speeds below the stall. Frequently the most severe impacts
followed large rebounds from the water. (See fig. 9.) These results
generally agree with the conditions described in reference 1.
,
For landings h waves shorter than 1 model length, a limited range
of landing trims was determined (ko to 80) within which landings could
be made with considerably less change in trim’during the first part of
the run than for landings at trimq above 8°. For landings with@ this
range of trim, the models contacted approximately six wave crests with
only a small change in trim and then proceeded to fol,lowthe general
pattern obtained for landings at trims above 8°. Inasmuch as the msxi-
mum acceleration usually occurred at a point in the landing ~ where
this general trim pattern was being followed, the effect of landing trim
on msximum acceleration was negligible for waves shorter than 1 nmdel
length.
The results of tests of a ~ -size model of a flying boat in waves
having a length equal to ‘1model length or less are included in refer-
ence 4. Those res~ts indicate that the landings with a minimum varia-
tion h trim were obtatied at an approach trim of 5°. The value
of Y lies within the range of approach trim (4° to 8°) which was
found in the present tests to give the least variation of trim in waves
of comparable stze during landings. Values of the maximum impact loads
obtained in the present tests and those of reference 4 are not directly
comparable because of,differences .inthe models and in testing tech-
niques.
Sinking speed.- The apparently random variation of vertical ac-
celeration with sinking speed, shown in figure 11, illustrates the
strong influence of other variables besides sinking speed in determin-
ing the maximum vertical acceleration that will occur upon contact
with the water. The results show that a sinking speed as low as
0.5 feet per second (1.2 fps, full ~ize) gave the same”value of maximum
vertical acceleration as a sinking speed of 4.5 feet per second
(1o.6 fps, f~l size). A deta&d investigation of any one impact should, ‘
of course, take into account the trim, the flight-path angle of the
seaplane, and the wave profile, but in the present investigation of
entire landing runs all these variables could not be controlled or+
measured with sufficient accuracy to all-w quantitative comparison with
theories of impact.
.
..— ---- —--- -- .. -—- ----- .-.-.-— .—
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Statistical aspects.- The conditions for the first impact of a
.
landing run are more under thecontrol of the pilot than those of sub- ,.
sequent impacts. The severity of the subsequent impacts is not predict- .
able except as a probability.
In.tests of Langley tank model 206 a large number of landings were
made for one landing condition to estimate the nuuiberof landings that
should be made to insure that an impact near the maximum severity would
be obtained. That number cannot be precisely defined but an approximate
value is obtainable from figure 12(f) where data are shown for as many
as 27 landings in waves 4.4 inches high by 15 feet long. One of the
landings resulted in a peak of 6.8g and 6 landings resulted in a peak
of b.bg. The lowest peak recorded in the 27 landings was about 2.5g.
For the present survey of the problem, ten landing runs in one type of
wave appeared to give an adequate distribution. For tests that included
a systematic series of different lengths and heights, four landing runs
in one particular configuration of waves appesred to provide sufficient
data to establish definite trends if the scatter between the values of
msximum acceleration obtained was not wide. For exsmple, the vertical
accelerations plotted in figure 13 show unmistakable trends that depend
upon the total number of test points rather than.upon the more limited
numbers for any one wave length. +
Wave size.- The data presented in figures 13 to 16 show that the
maximum accelerations,both vertical and angular, increased with wave
height. The msximum trim increased only slightly with wave height.
Maximum vertical and angular acceleration, maximum trim, and maxbmm
change in trim and rise attained the greatest values at wave lengths
from 15 to 20 feet or wave lengths of the order of from one and one-
half to twice the over-all length of the model.
This effect of wave length is to be expected from consideration
of the influence of glide path and wave slope on an individual impact.
For a given trim and glide path, the impact is greater for the greater
wave slope provided the wave is sufficiently long to permit the sea-
plane to land on the upsloping face of one wave tithout simultaneous
disturbance from neighboring waves. Although consideration of the
irregular characteristics of the waves having a length equal to 1 hull
length or less precludes an exact comparison of data obtained from tests
in short waves with data from tests h longer waves, the shorter waves
a~pear to afford the afterbody a greater opportunity to contact the
water and to lhit the trti and height of bounce. Such a limitation
on the violence of boun@ng is instrumental ti producing smaller maxi-
mum vertical accelerations.
,.
,
.
\
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Rate of deceleration.- The rate of deceleration after landing
affects the number and height of bounces and thereby influences the
probability that, during the landing run, the seaplane will receive
an impact which is more severe than the initial impact. This hfluence
is shown by comparing figure 7which is a reco~ of a landing with
O.lg deceleration and figure 8 tiich is a record of a landing with a
rapid deceleration of O.hg, such as might be obtained with a braking
device. The rapid loss of speed with the fast deceleration prevented
any appreciable bouncing. With this limitation on bouncing, no verti-
cal acceleration occurred during the landing run which was greater than
the acceleration at initial impact. The values.of the vertical accel-
erations at initial impact for landings at the fast deceleration were
higher than the accelerations at initial impact for landlngs at O.lg
and only slightly lower than the maxhum vertical accelerations for
landings at O.lg.
Length of afterbody.- The two models with moderate lengths of
afterbody, models l@+J and 206, had about the same landing charac-
teristics. The model with the extremely long afterbody, model 164L,
however, had significantly lower maximum trims and vertical accelera-
tions than did models l@+J and 206. The effect of length of afterbody
on maximum vertical acceleration and maximum trim is shown in figure 17.
A comparison of figures 16(a) and 16(b) indicates”thatthe maximum
angular accelerations obtained with the lqmg afterbody were less than
those obtained with the moderate afterbody. One evident reason for
the desirable effects of the long afterbody is the pitching restraint
imposedby the increased moment armof the planing area near the
sternpost. Observations of the models showed clearly the influence of
this restraint in limiting the maximum trim and thereby the height of
the bouncing that occurred during the landing run.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of tests
of three powered dynamic models landed with fixed elevators in oncom- -
ing waves:
1. Landing trim can be considered to have no appreciable influ-
ence on the maximum vertical acceleration or vsriation of trim during
landing, except at trims below 4°. landings at trims belowh” led to
unusually severe bounces. In waves shorter than 1 model length, the
variation of trim was comparatively small during the first part of the
landing run after landingsat trims in the range from 4° to &.
- . .--—— .-. ..—..—— ..——— .— —— . .. . .. ..—. ——. ._. ..—._-. -.. — . . ..
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2. The
will usually
3. The
maximum vertical acceleration for a
occux during some impact subsequent
severi~ of the rough-water landing
.
given wave condition
to the initial “impact.
.
increases with wave
I height and is a function of wave length. The most severe landlngs
I for all wave heights tested occurred at wave lengths within the range
from 15 to 20 feet or from one and one-half to twice the over-all length
of the model.
I
4. Two models with afterbodies of a length typical of current
design frequently attained a stalled attitude after bouncing clear
of the water at speeds below the stall. The highest trims were at-
tained tn waves having a length of from 15 to 20 feet (about 180 to
240 ft, full size).
5. An ticrease in the length of the afterbody of a model from
3.lbesms to 5.34 beams reduced the magnitude of the msximum vertical
acceleration to a great extent and the maxtium angular acceleration
to a lesser extent in all.wave sizes used for the tests. The maximum
trims of the model with the long afterhody were consistently lower
throughout the landing run.
6. With an increase h the landing deceleration from O.lg to
0.4g, a value which might be obtainable throughfie use of a “water
brake” or reversed-pitch propellers, the rapid loss of speed prevented
any appreciable bouncing and no vertical acceleration occurred during
tbe lsmiing run which ~ greater than the acceleration at initial
impact. The madannn vertical accelerations were of the ssme magnitude
for landings with decelerations of O.lg and 0.4g but occurred at differ-
ent peri@s of the landing run.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., May7, 1947
.
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TANK MODEL 206DIMENSIONS AND PARTICULARS OF
Hull:
Beam at chine at step, in. . . . . .
Maxhum beam at chtie, in. . . . . .
LANGLEY
. . . .
. . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
Length of forebody (lI;wto centroid of step), in. . . . .
Length of afterbody (centroid of step to stern post), h.
Length, over-all, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Planformofstep . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .
Point of step to centroid, in. . . . . . . . . . .
Depth ofstepatkeel, ti. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depth of step at centroid, h. . . . . . . . . . .
Angle of dead rise of forebody (excluding
chine flare), deg.... . . . . . . . . . . .
Angle of dead rise of afterbody at step (excluding
. . .
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Angle of afterbody keel, deg .
wing:
Area, sq ft . .
span, in. . . .
Root chord, in.
Tip chord, in. .
Root section . .
Tip section . .
. 21.70
. 175.70
. 26.62
8.82
: NACA 4420
. NACA ~12
. 4.5 *
. 1.2
. 17.18
. 15.09
. .
.0
. .
. .
. .
l .
.
l
.
.
l
.
. .
l *
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
Angle of incidence
Angle of incidence
of root chord, deg
of tip chordj”deg .
L&ing-edge root chord to keel, in. . .
Trail~g-e~e root chord to keel, in. .
Mean aerodynamic chord:
. 19.03
.
. 4..:;
. .
Length,
Leading
Lead@
Leading
in.
edge
edge
edge
. S. . . . ...* . . .
to leading edge of wing, in.
aftofbow, ino . . . . . l .
forwsxd of-point of step, in.
.
-
.
-. —.-.
.,”
———
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TABLE 1 - Concluded
DIMENSIONS AND PARTICULARS OF IANGIIYTANK
Tail surfaces:
Horizontal ‘
Area, si ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spml, ti. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
Rootchord, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tipchord, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Root section . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tip section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Root tncidence to wing root chord, deg .
Vertical
Area, sqft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rootchord, in. . . l . . . . . . . . . .
Root section . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tip section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Height (root to tip), in. . . . . . . . .
Propellers:
Number. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Blades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diameter, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blade angle at 0.75 radius, deg . . . . . .
Angle of thrust line to base line, deg . .
Ioading conditions:
Normal gross loadj lb.. . . . . . .’. . .
Center of gravity:
Forward step centroid (O.30M.A.C.), in.
MODEL 206 - Concluded
. . . . . . . .
4.36”
..0,. . . . 46.g6
. . . . . . . . 14.yl
.00.. l . . 7.45
. . . . . l . NACA0012
. . . . . . . lTACA0010
. ..0. . . .
-9*5
. ..0.. .0 2.79
. . . . . . . . 25.kh
. ...0 . . ~ACA0012
. . . . . . . NACA 0012
. . . . . l . 25.91
l ..0.. l .4
. . . . . . . 4
. . . . . . . 16.@
. ...0. . 16
. . ...0 l 4.5
. . . . . ..” 78.1
. ..0. l . 3*5
Abovebaseitie, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pitching moment of inertia, slug-ft2 . . . . . . . . . . %
“-
.
. .-. .. . ——.- -—— -—
—.— .-—.-.—.—
_—..—— —----- _ —
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TABLE 2
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF LANGLEY
AND CORRESPONDINGl?uLL-sizE
Hull:
Beam, maximum, ti. . . . . . . .
Length of forebody, in. . . . .
Length of afterbody, ip. . . . .
Length of tail extension, in. .
Iagth, over-all, in. . . . . .
Depth of step at keel, h. . . .
Angle of forebody keel, deg . .
Angle of afterbody keel, deg . .
Angle between keels, deg . . . .
Angle of desd rise at step, deg:
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
Excluding
Including
wing:
Area, sq ft
chine flare . .. . . . . . .
chine flare . . ...”...
. ..*.. . ..00. . .
Span) in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Root chord (section NACA 23020), ft . .
Tip chord (section NACA 23012), ft . . .
Angle of wing sett~ to base line, deg.
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. . . . . . .
Leading-edge M.A.C.:
Aftofbow, in. . . . l . . . . l . .
Above baseltie, in.... . . . . . .
Horizontal tail surfaces:
Span, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . l . .
Leading edge at root:
Aftofbowyin. . . . . . . . . . . .
Above baseline, in.... . . . . . .
Area, stabilizer, sq ft . . . . . . . .
Area, elevator, sq ft . . . . . . . . .
Total area, sqft . . . . . . . . . . .
Angle of stabilizer to base line, deg .
Dihedral)deg . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—. _— -——. .— — .- .-
TANK MODEL 164J
DIMIKSIONS
.*
. .
. .
.0
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
l .
.0
. .
. .
. .
. .
l .
. .
. .
.0
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
Model
—,
13.70
48.16
hL87
30.29
120.32
0.62
2.0
5.0
7.0
20.0
14.7
25.~
200.0
2.33
0.78
5.5
20.12
37.98
20.22
61.67
102.2
25.0
3.04
2.77
5.71
;::
Full size
.—
162
578
~2.5
3;&5
7*5
2.0
;::
20.0
14.7
3683
2400
28.0
9*3
5*5
241.4
:;:.:
.
740
E25
432:
384.6
823.00
;::
T
-- — —.
—
r ,.
3C
!.
#
,“
.
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PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF LANGLEY TANK
AND CORRESPONDING FULL-SIZE DIMENSIONS
Propellers:
Iiumber. . . . . . ..e . . . . . . . . . . .
Blades, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diameter, ti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Bladeangle, deg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Idling speed, ram...... . . . . . . . . .
l’ullpower,rpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Angle of thrust line tohase line, deg . . . .
Center line, tiloard propellers, above
base Mnej in. .
IOtitig conditions:
.
normal gross load,
Center of gravity:
Forward step (32,
Above base line,
Pitching rnoment”of
. . . . . l .0.. . . . .
lb . .“. . . . . . . . . .
percent M.A.C.), in. . . .
h. . . . . . . . . . . . .
inertia, slug-f@ . . . . .
MODEL 164J
- Concluded
Full sizeModel __
4 4\ 4
16. 6; 200
13
1000
4000
5*5 5*5
21.2 .254.5
82.5 145,000
3.74 45
a14 .75 162
7.8 l,yo,ooo
%enter of gravi~was raised 1.25 inches so that model could
be balanced.
=&=
.’
..
;/’
. . -. -.—. .. -—. —--——- .—--- ——- --— —-——
—.— ———————- —— .——
—---
18
; I
/-
_-----—
-----
-----------
h 176.70 ,
.
+
n
6.64 DIAMETER
r (L
P
TT Cq.0.30 w. ‘1
Figure
r
&
55.75 –
t. 125.”21 d
1 .- General arrangement of Langley tank model 206. (All
are in inches.)
—— —.
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—— —-. _ ___ _..
Umensions
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51.60
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L- -------- I
:
~ ~ ‘- ,
t ~
I !
-— _- __
—
34.2.5
/00.00
P-------
1
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1<
I
-.-—
7
--l
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30.2.9 — .
Figure 2.- General a?%agement of Langley tank model l&J. (All
are in inches.)
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(a) Model and test apparatus. 1- rise indicator; 2- fore-ud-aft
indicator; 3 - trim indicator; 4 - vertical accelerometer;
5- wave-crest indicator; 6- towing gear.. -
(b) Model
Figure 4.- Langley tank
lsnti.ngln waves.
-
model 206on towing carriage.
. .. . --- .
.__. .. .. .. _ .—— - ,L. , --- - .-—.
.-— — .—. . . . .
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.
,.
.
1
0
-1
(a) Wave length, 3. ~ feet; desig&ted wave height, 2.0 inches.
(b) Wave length, 9.4 feet; designated wave hei@t, 3.5 inches,
2
1
0
-1
-2
//’’’ .4’’”1 10
Time, seconds ~
(c)
Figure
Wave length, 24.0 feet; designated wave height, 4.75 inches.
5.-Faired tracings of typical wave records showing variation of
height in three different wave trains.
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I
I
I
Breaking Imgth-height ratio
wave 8 20 I I
40
Ma ximum wave height ~
.obtain@ble
\
100
Re@.ar Waves
o 10 20 50 40 50 60 70
Wave length, ft
Fi,gure6.. Approxbmte oprating limits of wave mchk at y-foot
water level.
II
I
I
I
,
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
Figure T.- @ley tank Mel 206. Photo~aph of a typical record tie v
while I.andlngin rough water with a decelerationof about O.lg. Gross
load, 78.1 pounde (1~,000 powile, full size); wave, 4.4 inches high
and U. feet long (1 feet high”end 121 feet long, full size).
I
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I
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I
\
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I
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TIT
-at
Fii.m
L-
-
—
+
t
-/
u
!miTI ‘
Ld
T1’
.-
x
—d —
f
3 trim,
1o,5
Tim indioator,
&~’
0.190C
. \ ,
~
/ \ \ ~
Grna@& o-e intr!m,
AT, 3.9”
IYgure 8.- Langley t-ink model 16J@. Tracing Of a @@Cd reCOllitsk~
while lamling In rough water at a rate of deceleration of approti-
nbatelyO.4g. Gross lea, 93.9 pounds (165 000 pti, full size); ‘~
wave, 4.4 inches high w IJ.feet long (h.i feet high”ancllsp feet
long; full size); afirmxlna*e decele&icmj 13 feet per secud P=
second.
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2+ Vertical+0 4-
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acueleratlon
“@
+
u-
0’
7
m
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40 I Carriage speed
- 20-:m
! 1
L- 1
:: 0
I
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 Time, sec
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. 0 5“o 100 DIStOnOU, ft
.
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~
1STWAVE CREST
Trim,’T’, lLO”; accelerati~,a, O.3g
2ND WAVE CREST
‘T’,6.0°; a,20g
7,12.7;a,O.79 7,4.5°;a,3.9g
yy!.~
4242==L4ik+g&L
7TH WAVE CREST
-f,i7.S;a,O.2’9 T,7.t;a,7.Og
Figure 9.- Lan@ey tsmk model 206. Time histories of &cceleration, trh,
rise, and speed durfng a ~~g -O (Numbers above illustration of
models refer to points noted on graph of tti. )
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tn
6
4
Wave length, ft
v 7.5 A 30.0
Cl11.0 + 40.0
c115.0 X 48.0
—020.0 & 60s0
o “
@
v
V.
Vv
%[ v
‘ “’g’ q’lj!j ‘:0%
3 IA qo
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Landing trim, dog
(a) Acceleration at initial impact.
8
6
4
2
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 16
Landing trim, deg
4
(b) Mxdnuxn acceleration that occurred d,yring landing run. ‘
Figure lo. - Laz@ey tank model 206. Variation of verticsl acceleration
with landing trim during landings in waves 4.4 inches high (4.o feet,
full size).
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17ave1ength, ft
o 11 0c1
H o
30 A—
40 +
48 X
o
El ‘@l ‘A
d’ b+I AA
@ +:x+
x
Q z 4 t
Sinking speed, fps
(a) Acceleration at initial impact.
8
S?6
:
. cd
.%
o
o 2 4 6
Slnklng speed, fps
-
(b) Maximum acceleration that occurred during landing run.
Etgure 11. - Langley tank model 164-J.
with sinking speed during landings
full size). (The sinking speed is
the water.)
.—
Variation of vertical acceleration
in waves 6.6 inches high (6.6feet, .
that speed preceding contact with
——.
0 80 8
IFiiB
15.0 a).o
o 60 s
<
vertiualacceleration, g
(l)~va heI@t, k~in.
Wave length, ft
7
3-11,0
s
i
1 .0
0 8
Fiiiiii’il.al.o
p.o
o 80 6
Vertical. aaoeleration, g
(2)wwe hmght, 6,6’in.
Iiii
woo
o f g.
I lW.o
o 8
Iliiil
U9.o
Q 8
(a) Mel l@L. Acceleration at inltlal impact.
Figure 12.- Number of land@a in which the tidicated initial and
maximum vertical acceleration were encountered.
b-l
o
Wave length, ft
A
I
u
0
o 80 60,60 8
Vertical moelaration, g
(lWave hewht, 4.4 in.
wave lecgtil, ft
\
0 8
o -8
Vertical acceleration, g
(2) wave height, 6,6 in.
=5=
(b) lbdel 16JL. Maximum acceleration that occurred dining landing run.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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VertlOal acceleration, g
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164.J. Acceleration at initial impact.
Fi6mre 12. - Con~tiued.
Wave lengh, ft ~
6
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Wave le@n, ft
E
7.5
0 ‘s
o 130 80 8
Vertloal aomleration, g
(l)Wave bight, 2.2 in,
Elll!l
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0 80 6
VertiOal rnoeleration.s
(2)Wave height, %4 in.
“velew”’ft-EHR R
o ao 80 E
o 0
1
a.o
o 8
EEHIEH
o 60 a
Vertical acaaleration, g
(3)’Wave height, 6.6 in.
(d) ~del 164J. Wximura acceleration that occurred during landing run.
w
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Figure u.- Continued.
1“
wave lergth, ft
(l) WaVe height, 2.2 in,
~Ve length, ft
-n7.5
~ iiiil
o .s
(e) kdel
. . . .. . ..— .-
E<
IllE
Z.(I
0 80 a
Vertioal -eleratlclq g
(2)lVEIVeMl*t, 4.4 in.
206. Acceleration at initial Impact. -
Figure 12--- Continued.
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Wave length, ftm
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0 !3
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0 8
9 80 a
Vertical aweleration. a
(2)Wave height, 1+.L+k:
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(f) Wdel x)6. Wximum acceleration that occurred &ring landing run.
FigOre K!. - Concluded.
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u-+
wave length,
0
a
16
ft
o 10
\’/ave length, ft
.
35
x
Wavelength,ft
Wave heightj 2.2 inches. (b) Wave hei@t,” 4.4 i&hes.
13. - h~ey tank model 206. Variation of
~ trti, vertical
acceleration, and change in trim and rise with wave length.
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18
16
14
1 8
!$6
10 20 30 40 50 60
Wave length, ft
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Wave length, ft
(a) Wave hei@t~ k.k inches (4.4 feet, f~ size).
Figure 14.- Langley tank model 164J. Variation of maximum vertical
acceleration and mxdmum trim with wave length.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Wave length, f%
10 2f) 30 40 50 60
Wave length, l%
(b) Wave,hei@ty 6.6 inches (6.6feet, full size).
Figure 14.- Concluded.
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.
Wave length, ft
Wave length, ft
(a) Wave heighty 4.} inches (4.4 feet, full size).
Hgure 15.- Langley tank model 164L. Variation of ~um vertical
acceleration and ~ trim with wave length.
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Wave length, f’t
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Wave length, ft
(b) Wave height, 6.6inches (6.6 feet, fUII sitie).
.
Figure15.- Concluded.
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Ww= 16.- Langley tads models MJ+Jantil&L. Maximum angular accelera-
tions calculated from records of landings in rough water.
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Wave length, ft
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Figure17.- Langley tank models 161tJand 16kL. Effect of length
body on ~
6.6-inches (6.6
vertical accele=tion and maximum trim. Wave
feet, full size).
)
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